


CHÀO!
My name is Nidhi and I’m a designer who specializes in photo  
retouching, layout digital and social media design. Being able to wear 
a hat of a visual storyteller is a role I take seriously. Effectively `creat-
ing and communicating in an artistic way has always fascinated me. 
It challenges me to think differently and sparks more creativity inside 
me. The beauty of being in this field is that I will never get tired of it as 
there is always something new to design and build. I love the process 
of making something absolutely out of scratch and seeing 
it turn into something beautiful.

Hope you enjoy browsing through my work!

Nidhi Shetty
SAY HELLO:
E-mail: nsnidhishetty5@gmail.com
Social: @n1dhy

Hello, I’m Nidhi.
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01BIRDIES
Birdies is a shoe brand that originally designed trendy indoor 
slippers, but customers loved how comfortable the  
slides and flats were and began wearing them out and about too. 
With a seven layer foot-bed that conforms to your foot shape, 
these shoes combine “the support of a sneaker, the softness 
of a slipper, and the style of a designer flat.” 
 
As a designer we create the minimalistic yet eye-catching 
content for their social media pages.

PROJECT: FACEBOOK STATIC ADS    

Flat out perfect
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02HEALTHLINE MEDIA
Healthline Media, Inc. is an American website and provider of health information headquartered in San Francisco, California. Healthline Media is the #1 health media prop-
erty in the US, with leading brands like Healthline.com, Medical News Today, Greatist, and Psych Central. A company working and advocating to help people — all people 
— live their strongest, healthiest lives, to which as a designer we produce informative and appealing visual content to be portrayed with blog posts for better under-
standing of the articles.

PROJECT: COVER/HEADER STATIC FOR POSTS    08
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03BANANA REPUBLIC
Banana Republic is a low-end luxury  
clothing and accessories retailer owned  
by the American multinational corporation 
Gap Inc. This project was mostly focused on 
changing the typeface and style of their 
photographs and text for their website 
and email newsletter, both of which I was in 
charge of.

PROJECT: EMAIL NEWSLETTER DESIGN UPDATE    12
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04AFTERPAY
Helping people spend responsibly without incurring inter-
est, fees or extended debt. Afterpay empowers 
customers to access the things they want and need, 
while still allowing them to maintain financial wellness and 
control, by splitting payments in four, for both online and 
in-store purchases. 

As designers we created several social media design 
outputs and out-of-home ad banners for the company.

PROJECT: OOH BANNER DESIGN 16
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05GREEN INNOVATION GROUP
A management consultancy dedicated to de-carbonizing the 
healthcare industry. To achieve de-carbonisation of the healthcare 
industry. Helping clients identify and seize the business opportunities 
in the green transition. This includes strategic analysis, facilitating 
transformation processes, building \capacity and guiding 
implementation.

As the main lead designer I was responsible for creating all the 
social media creatives for the organization and their clients.

PROJECT: SOCIAL MEDIA DESIGN 20
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06SECRET SUSHI
A results-driven digital marketing 
agency that provides customized 
digital marketing services to 
companies that want to grow fast.

As one of the designers assigned 
I was responsible for creating 
couple of creative options for 
Instagram carousel content.

PROJECT: CAROUSEL DESIGN 24
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07FREELANCE PROJECTS
Client: Charlie Storey; 
Design Task: Social Media and logo 
Worked with several team members across different countries to implement and enhance changes to various websites and design creatives for different social 
media platforms like Facebook, Instagram, LinkedIn and also created logos.

Client: Katie Christie; 
Design Task: Re-design of WIX website, poster design, e-book creation. 
Changed various design layouts and creative materials for the website and social media platform.

PROJECT: FREELANCE PROJECT 28
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07ILLUSTRATION & 
LETTERING
A collection of lettering and typography 
design work. These are some designs 
I have worked on as my passion work. 
My approach towards these are always 
inclined towards how to make it bold, 
engaging, dynamic and visually 
appealing through typography and 
artistic expression.

PROJECT: LETTERING & TYPOGRAPHY DESIGN



Website: nsnidhi.wordpress.com
E-mail: nsnidhishetty5@gmail.com
Social: @n1dhy

https://nsnidhi.wordpress.com/

